


Our venture into the world of sound and light began with a profound
sense of awe and inspiration sparked by Michael Jackson's unforgettable
stage performance at the Emmy Awards. We were captivated by the idea 
that similar mesmerizing stage productions could be brought to life by our
own hands.

Fueling our passion further, we set out to prove that the magic of 
such stage shows could be replicated within our own events and
productions. From that initial spark of admiration, we have consistently
approached our endeavors in event management, organization, and
concert production with an unwavering commitment to delivering
experiences that rival the awe-inspiring moments that ignited our journey.

As we reflect on our past, we take pride in the legacy of 
success we have built, with hundreds of accomplished projects
standing as a testament to our dedication and creative approach. 
Our commitment to infusing each project with the same enthusiasm
and wonder that initially fueled our aspirations remains at the core
of our endeavors.



Over the past 20 years, the fantastic experiences we've gained empower us to make each event, concert, or
meeting more effective than ever. Our goal is to ensure that every event and everyone attending has an incredibly

enjoyable time, providing unforgettable experiences that introduce them to new and exciting things.

We're not fans of excessive talk. Our focus is on creating impactful and lasting events, organizations, concerts, and
meetings. Our passion for what we do is evident in all our projects. Every new project, organization, and individual

we encounter becomes an exciting journey for us.

Through our work, we aim to go beyond the ordinary and create extraordinary moments that leave a lasting
impression. We thrive on the excitement of each new project, organization, and individual, cherishing the

opportunity to bring our creativity and expertise to every collaboration. 

Our team is not just a group of individuals; it's a collective embodiment of the emotions and passion we hold dear. 
Together, we immerse ourselves in these sentiments, creating a vibrant and dynamic force that propels us forward. 

Each day presents an opportunity for us to reach new heights, as we eagerly embrace the latest technological
advancements, incorporating them seamlessly into our work.

In our eyes, every customer is more than just a client; they are a valued member of our community. We approach
each interaction with a level of personal commitment, treating each customer as if they were a superstar. This

personalized approach is not confined by the scale of the project—whether it's a grand production or an intimate
affair, we bring the same level of dedication and enthusiasm.

As we embark on each project, our team collectively shares a spirit that transcends the boundaries of size or scope. 
Regardless of whether the project is monumental or modest, we channel the same passion, ensuring that every

endeavor is met with the utmost care, creativity, and a commitment to excellence.



Our Services 



We offer services in the fields of Dealer Meetings, Training and Motivation Meetings, Conferences and Seminars, 
Opening Events, Launch Events, Corporate Invitations and Cocktail Organizations, Corporate Trips, Gala Nights, 
VIP/Normal transfer services, Company Dinners and Open air electronic festivals.

Vision and stage systems
Depending on your professional business field, your activities will have a unique look with the supply of video 
stage systems that will be designed by Stage Display Team, another brand of Stage Plus Event, for all your

events.

Sound, Visual and Lighting
Systems, Stage and Decoration

We provide support services regarding the supply of Fair and Organization equipment and Personnel.

Event and Organization



We provide services in the fields of Concerts, Party and Wedding Organizations, and Boat Tours..

Entertainment Services

Personnel Supply Services
We offer A and A+ personnel supply services for product promotions, Fashion Shows, 

Mice services and fairs..

Specially Designed Event Projects
In field promotion activities, we produce fictional works that create awareness and awareness in people's

minds with extraordinary ideas. We also prepare Video Mapping, 360-degree Watch Out, Interactive Projection
projects, Special games and 3D/2D Animations, 4K Video productions..



Our brands we work with
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